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C-MACC Weekly "CRETER" (Climate etc.) 
Too Little Money And Too Little Time – Funding and Scale Issues 
 _ 
• There is not enough focus on the scale-up of technologies and processes to 
provide alternatives to fossil fuels – aviation fuel is one of the most pressing issues. 
• It is not only the production scale that could fall short, but it is also questionable 
where the money and expertise will come from – the same is valid with CCS. 
• A very immature carbon offset market will likely become increasingly important, 
and offset shortages would be one of the very few reasons to invest in DAC. 
• New incentives for CCS and possibly a virgin polymer tax in the US could drive 
step changes in investment around renewables, recycling, and carbon capture. 
• We also discuss a few of the consequences of Shell accepting the Dutch ruling.   

First: Scale, Money, and Resource – the fundamental stumbling blocks ahead. 

The focus of the first section of this report is scale - the scale of needed solutions, 
versus the ones currently being proposed, and the gaping funding and management 
holes around some necessary initiatives.   

As a first example, Exhibit 1 shows how much bio-based aviation fuel would be 
needed by 2030 if all airlines were to adopt the 10% goal that Delta has discussed.  
The industry would need 800,000 barrels of renewable jet fuel a day – assuming that 
air travel recovers to the around 2019 levels and that growth is offset from there 
with efficiency.  We use the Gevo Net-Zero 1 project for context, as it is one of the 
few biofuel projects for which there is cost and capacity data.  

Exhibit 1: Aviation biofuels need in the context of the proposed Gevo Net-Zero 1 
plant – assumes all output goes to aviation  

 
Source: Corporate Reports, EIA and C-MACC Analysis 

Exhibit 1 is an illustration.  There are other potential sources of biofuels than Gevo, 
and not all of Gevo’s output will be suitable for jet fuel.  Another supporting data 
point is Delta’s estimate (implied from a recent CNBC interview) that global aviation 
biofuels capacity would have to grow by more than 35x by 2030 just to meet Delta’s 
10% goal.  So either a lot of plants have to be built, or there has to be a breakthrough 

Million B/Day M Gallons/Year Number Dollars M 

2019 Jet Fuel Demand 7.9

2030 Est 8

10% 0.8 11961.6

Gevo Net-Zero 1 Capacity 45.0
Number of Net-Zero Plant 

Equivalents by 2030 266

Plants per year from 2022 33

Gevo Net-Zero 1 Capital 750              

Annual Capital 24,750        

Total Capital - 2030 198,000     

Aviation Biofuel Math - 10% by 2030
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on the scale, but either way, a lot of funding is needed – close to $200 billion just to solve this one problem.  On 
the scale front, the larger US refineries have a jet fuel capacity that is 15-20x the size of the Gevo facility – 
whether this would make sense from a scale perspective for fermentation is unclear but it might be achieved 
through running modules in parallel.  The bigger question would be whether there was ample feedstock and 
whether it could be acquired without dislocating the corn or other feedstock markets.   

So far we have only talked about investment in facilities and capital needed – other considerations would be: 

• The availability of the engineering expertise to maintain the level of design and construction needed  

• The availability of qualified workers both for construction and for operations – note that at least 10% 
and probably closer to 20% of this investment would need to be in the US.  

• Logistics – both for feedstock and for the finished product – one or the other (or both) will need to travel 
long distances and probably not over routes that are currently common – larger facilities might be 
needed to justify new pipeline infrastructure 

• Competition from materials – some of these newer fermentation processes have initial building blocks 
that can flow into chemicals and polymers easily (Gevo with butylenes, for example).  While the credits 
available for low carbon fuels today make the initial investment for Gevo a no-brainer to target the fuels 
markets, increased incentives to make renewable polymers (taxes and/or customer willingness to pay 
more) could attract capital way from biofuels.  

We struggle to see how the biofuels market is not one of the most obvious investments on the broad climate 
beachfront today.  It is a rapidly growing unmet need, especially aviation fuel, the products are “drop-in” and 
require no logistic investments once the material hits existing infrastructure, and the potential demand growth 
is exponential over the next 10-20 years.  Gevo is a more developed story than others and has plenty of cash 
– the challenge will be resources as the demand for projects 2-15 could come quickly.     

Next, the CO2 example.  We have seen a couple of high profile announcements around CCS in the US in recent 
weeks – one in the mid-west, focused on gathering the CO2 from corn ethanol facilities and (with a very long 
pipeline) sequestering in one or more locations in the region, and another from Aemetis focused on taking its 
CO2 and the CO2 of others and sequestering under Aemetis controlled land.  Neither of these announcements 
was for the sequestration of more than 2 million tons a year – combined they would account for 0.15% of the 
emissions in the US – Exhibit 2.   

Exhibit 2: The EPA summary of CO2 emissions by the industry for 2019 – the numbers in each state are the 
number of facilities reporting.  This analysis does not include very small emitters. 

 
Source: EPA 
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While there are some easy to get emissions (fermentation being one source) we estimate, based on multiple 
studies that have been done recently in several regions, that it will cost at least $100 per ton of CO2 to sequester 
a meaningful proportion of the CO2 emitted by those industries (or sub-industries) that are not likely to be easily 
rectified with new technology.  ExxonMobil is talking about as much as 100 million tons of CO2 a year in one 
initiative in and around Houston – just under 4% of total US emissions and an annual cost of at least $10 billion 
(ExxonMobil’s cost estimates are much higher but involve more expensive off-shore sequestration).  

To get at 20% of the CO2 emitted by the fossil fuel and industrial processes alone globally through CCS would 
require the capture and sequestration of around 7 billion tons – $700 billion of annual cost and more than that 
in the capital needed.  Major scale advances are needed, but possible, but the same questions apply – where 
does the money come from, and is there enough expertise, labor, etc.   

We have only covered a couple of objectives here and the costs are high and there are questions around 
resources and manpower availability, as well as where the money comes from.   

The EU 2030 targets in the headlines below are worth highlighting and they are in part connected.  The 
European targets are not coordinated with what is happening in the rest of the World and while we admire the 
ambition, we suspect that the goal is not achievable, simply because the challenges of replacing the power and 
fossil fuel associated with the emissions to be avoided are too great, given the timeline and in the context of 
what we have highlighted above.  The level of additional renewable power generation, EV adoption, and 
hydrogen production needed to offset so much CO2 are extremely high, and it will be hard to get substantially 
more CCS offset than already announced because of land rights issues in Europe and logistics.  To get the power, 
EV, and hydrogen, the EU will be competing with other regions that have their own targets and we see scare 
resources bidding up the price of power, impacting all of the elements, power itself, the cost of running EVs (see 
the chart below – Exhibit 3 – the EV carbon story does not work of you are using coal as a marginal source of 
power), and the cost of hydrogen.   

The potentially misleading piece in Exhibit 3 is that it is focused on CO2 footprint and not power prices.  If power 
becomes a scarce resource, pricing will reflect value not cost and even renewable power-based EV costs could 
be as high as fossil fuel-based costs.  

The bp chart (exhibit 4) is also interesting as it shows not only an estimate of how much hydrogen is needed 
to get to net-zero, but how much of it needs to be blue hydrogen and therefore use natural gas and CCS.  It is 
impossible (in our view) to chart an economic path to net-zero without growth in natural gas consumption at 
least for the next 20 years and the governments and other regulators around the world must recognize this and 
support the investments needed for CCS.  The recently announced bill in the US Congress to raise the 45Q credit 
would be a good move, but as with many of the initiatives in Europe, the cost falls on the government (lower 
tax revenues in the US and higher subsidies in Europe) and will ultimately lead to higher taxes – finding bipartisan 
and equitable ways to pay for this will likely be easier in Europe than in the US.   

Exhibit 3: Analysis: When do electric vehicles become cleaner than gasoline cars?. Per this report and 
commentary on the chart below in LINK,  It takes a typical electric vehicle about one year in operation to 
achieve "carbon parity" with a gasoline vehicle. Although the production of EVs and batteries generates more 
CO2 before the first wheel turns, the total carbon "footprint" of gas cars quickly overtakes that of EVs after 
15,000 miles of driving. However, if the EV draws electricity from a coal-fired grid, the catchup period 
stretches to more than five years. If the grid is powered by carbon-free hydroelectricity, the catchup period 
is about six months. 
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Source: Argonne National Laboratory GREET Model, Reuters, June 2021  

Exhibit 4: BP Looking to Hydrogen Expansion to ‘Reinvent’ Natural Gas. 

 
Sources: Natural Gas Intelligence, BP, June 2021  

The math is overwhelming as are the expectations around available resources, and there is no chance of 
achieving any of the targets discussed above as well as renewable power needs to compensate without the right 
incentives to spur investment and without some step changes in scale, which may not be achievable within 
some of the emerging technology companies.  

We have similar concerns concerning solutions for the plastic waste issue (see below), but the scale of 
investment is small compared to what is needed in energy transition and carbon abatement.  A couple of related 
but key headlines are shown below.  We show the Novozymes headline only because it is a distraction – it may 
an interesting niche process, but its impact on addressing the overall carbon issue will likely be negligible.  

• EU Council green lights European climate law in net-zero policy push 

• EU's 55% carbon cut by 2030 target gets final approval 
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• EU countries approve landmark climate change law 

• EU drafts plan to toughen carbon market 

• EU member states adopt flagship emissions reduction rules  

• Bipartisan infrastructure deal omits major climate change measures 

• Finance executives urge govt incentives to spur energy transition 

• Novozymes' enzymatic carbon capture process under consideration for carbon capture project in 

Denmark 

The Second Topic of the Week – Carbon Offsets  

The Schlumberger net-zero goals, as discussed in the articles below and the presentation linked, set some 
aggressive but bold ambitions, especially as they are looking to solve problems that they share with their 
customers, methane leakage from oil and gas wells, and minimizing flaring.  Schlumberger is a little dependent 
on collaboration from its customers here as the technology solutions are likely to be more expensive than 
current options and the oil and gas producers will need to pay up.   

While Schlumberger’s plans are appropriately vague, given that customer acceptance, customer existence, 
and new technologies by 2040-2050 are hard to call, we want to focus on the offset bar in the 2050 projection 
in Exhibit 5.  Almost every company looking at a net-zero goal reaches a point in their analysis where they 
conclude that all things being equal, they cannot go any lower in terms of CO2 equivalent emissions.  At that 
point, they are assuming that they can get to net-zero through offsets – either with projects to consume carbon 
that they invest in themselves – note the direct air capture (DAC) project discussed for the UK in the headlines 
below, which would be a legitimate offset – or credits that they can buy from others who have achieved net-
negative status.  The original offset idea was reforestation, and many of the European oil majors have talked 
about, and are in the midst of, planting initiatives.  But planting is unlikely to provide a large enough pool of 
offsets and the oil majors are looking to solve their specific problems and likely not expecting to create a surplus 
to sell.  DAC projects are a way of creating offsets, but this is an expensive route and although costs are expected 
to fall the costs should remain at the top end of the carbon abatement curve – the CO2 in the air is in much 
lower concentrations than in furnace gases.   

A risk here should be the problem of double-counting in company assumptions.  We are already concerned 
that many of the hydrogen projects are planning on getting the same share of renewable power capacity as it is 
built over the next 20 years – “we only need 3% of the wind capacity likely to be built in 2027” – which will not 
work if 100 projects are making the same assumption.  The same could be true of offsets.  The offsets in 
Schlumberg’s plan may not look large, but if 1000 companies are banking on them being available and there are 
only enough for 500, prices could rise meaningfully, increasing the cost for the corporates of getting to that last 
mile or forcing them to walk back their targets.  If this is the case, some of the more speculative DAC investments 
that we see today may make significant commercial sense.  

Amazon (headline below) is a great example of a company that is likely to reach the limit of what it can do in-
house to lower its carbon footprint and consequently will become reliant on some sort of offset – to get to 
“the last mile”, which is apt for Amazon.  

• Climate change: Large-scale CO2 removal facility set for Scotland 

• Work begins on first carbon capture plant in Scotland 

• Schlumberger Gearing Portfolio to Reach Net-Zero Carbon by 2050 

• Amazon to buy renewable power across the U.S., Alberta in green push 
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Exhibit 5: Schlumberger Announces Commitment to Net Zero by 2050. This Exhibit highlights an investor slide 
from the Sclumberger CEO presentation that came alongside this announced commitment – see full 
presentation in LINK. We find many net-zero goals reliant on offsets, though the quantum of potential offsets 
is based on imprecise metrics.   

 
Source: Schlumberger CEO Investor Presentation June 22, 2021, June 2021  

Recycling and Renewable Materials  

We have taken this section from our Sunday Thematic as it is equally relevant to our Chemical and our ESG and 
Climate clients.  

Global plastics production has almost doubled since 2000 – Exhibit 6 – driven by increased consumer spending 
in general, but specifically, advances in food packaging and international and domestic trade – requiring more 
general packaging.  

Exhibit 6: The chart understates some growth in plastic packaging growth (and consequently visible waste) as 
it measures weight rather than surface area.  Advances in film strength have allowed for thinner films, and 
the growth in the surface covered by packaging has been much higher than implied below. 

 
Source: Statista – note that 2020 is an estimate  
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We were recently quite critical of an FT article that singled out the large polymer makers around the world and 
implied that they were responsible for the plastic waste.  While we would argue that there is a responsibility 
that the polymer companies share, the plastic waste problem has much more to do with what happens to the 
plastic after it leaves the polymer factors gates.  The bulk of pure polyethylene, polypropylene, and other 
polymers are 100% recyclable when they leave the factory, it is what happens next that is the problem, and the 
activist and social pressure that stems from what happens next is, in our view, an existential threat to the 
polymer producers – making it very much their problem.   Note that in Dow’s very good “INtersections” ESG 
report last week, the company talks about ensuring that 100% of its polymers are recyclable but is looking at 
application rather than production – this is not inconsistent with the 100% comment above.  Today, roughly 
20% of Dow’s polymer sales end up in packaging applications that create hard or impossible to recycle products 
– multilayer, where non-polymer or more complex polymer/chemical barriers are involved for example.   Dow’s 
goal is to either redesign the polymer or the packaging in collaboration with the end-user either to make the 
material suitable for mechanical recycling or chemical recycling.  

But the problem for the polymer producers is that they do not control what happens post the packaging 
solution and that is where the real threat comes from.  Food and consumer products companies are not 
focused enough yet on their packaging from ease of recycling perspective.  These are consumer brand-focused 
companies and marketing drives the bus.   If the marketing department thinks that a particular product will sell 
better in an all-black polymer container with a different texture to the competition then that is what they will 
ask for, and while many companies are all making efforts on the packaging front there is still too much that is 
being messed around with and more than is necessary.  Recycle-friendly packaging today is focused on the 
“environmentally friendly” range of products almost exclusively and while these sectors are growing they are a 
small part of the total.   

However, the food, beverage, and consumer products companies all have big plans when it comes to packaging, 
and most of it involves reaching a recycled content goal, and in some cases, that goal is expanded to include 
renewable-based polymers within the target.  The consumer products companies are currently making their 
publicly stated targets harder to reach by making many of their packaging solutions hard or impossible to 
recycle and they will need to move quickly to standardize and simplify what they do if there is any chance of 
a collection, sorting, and recycling industry evolving enough to meet their future needs. They cannot all rely 
on someone else to create the pool of recyclable materials that they will need. An evolution in packaging 
behavior can happen more quickly in Europe with product standardization as the infrastructure is largely in place 
for collecting and sorting, but in the US dramatic changes are needed, even if the pool of available recyclable 
material rises. The opportunity lies in the volume of plastic waste – Exhibit 7.  We have all seen the idealized 
diagrams – as shown in Exhibit 8, but if only 10% of polymers is moving through this chain, targets will be missed.  

Making matters worse (or potentially better) there is now a focus on the chemicals and other additives that 
are used in plastics and packaging processes that are potentially harmful – see headline below.  Whether this 
concern becomes elevated beyond an academic study remains to be seen but it is another reason to simplify.    

• Worrying insights into the chemicals in plastics 

Advanced recycling is being pushed by the polymer producers as a way to dispose of plastic waste and 
potentially create some circularity, but it unclear to us whether a pound of chemically recycled plastic at point 
A in the US will be seen as a recycled pound at point B.  Most of the chemically recycled plastic is likely to end 
up in the fuels market in our view because it will not be close enough to ethylene facilities to make economic 
sense to transport, plus it does not convert back to plastics on a pound for pound basis.  How the polymer 
producers see this working is illustrated in the bp/SABIC diagram in Exhibit 9. 
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Exhibit 7: Plastic waste per capita ranked by size 

 

Exhibit 8: Kao ramps up sustainability strategy with use of recycled PET material. We highlight this diagram 
because it looks at every aspect of reducing plastic waste and virgin plastic use.  

 
Source: TRbusiness.com, KAO, June 2021  

We do not see an easy way out for the major polymer producers: Choice No. 1 is to work closely with the 
packagers on design to increase the pool of material suitable for mechanical recycling, but the larger the pool 
of recycled polymer the greater it will eat into virgin polymer demand.  Choice No. 2 is to push for more chemical 
recycling, which almost guarantees that the consumer products company cannot meet their environmental 
goals with recycled material, and forces them to look elsewhere and at other ideas – which again will eat into 
virgin polymer demand.   
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Exhibit 9: BP and SABIC collaborate on new products from advanced plastics recycling 

 
Source: British Plastics & Rubber Magazine, BP, SABIC, C-MACC, March 2021 

Polymer diversity is likely not the key, as adding PHA and other biodegradable plastics to the mix just makes 
the whole collection and sorting problem harder.  It makes more sense to reduce and simplify the polymers 
used – to improve the recycling rate.  More likely, consumer goods companies look at alternative materials with 
easier to recycle pathways – like paper or they look at renewable-based identical polymers to what they are 
using now – so renewable PET, polyethylene, and polypropylene over PHA.   

For now, we see consumer products companies flocking around the new ideas – bio-based existing polymers 
(Gevo and Origin) and biodegradables (Danimer and Newlight), and all of the companies mentioned either have 
joint initiatives with and in some cases investment from key food, beverage and/or consumer goods companies.  
This should not be surprising, as we would expect the major users of packaging to be exploring all options today 
as they have a fiduciary duty to their stakeholders to look for more environmentally friendly options, from a 
product design, process, and materials perspective.  This is no different than the challenges facing the oil and 
gas majors and the inevitable transition away from fossil fuels – it is interesting to look at the list of potential 
new technologies that the oil companies have either investments in or R&D partnerships with.  

A final and further wrinkle is the possibility of a virgin polymer tax – the US initiative is linked below, but there 
is a significant tax proposal for Europe on non-recycled plastic.  Taxing virgin polymer or taxing non-recycled 
plastic has the same goal, to create a greater incentive to lower plastic use and increase recycling.  Recycling is 
a fixed-cost business and so adding a fixed price/cost incentive, gives recycling projects some greater cash flow 
certainty.  A 5 cent penalty in the US today would be small relative to the current very high virgin prices, but in 
a market that was more reflective of costs, would be proportionally much more significant.    

Separately, the packaging design article below grossly underestimates the potential for cutting back resin 
demand in our view (especially if there is a tax, supporting higher prices) and we do not believe that we will see 
the real potential until the packagers backs are against the wall with the respect to both recycle and renewable 
plastic availability and cost.  This will force innovation around how to minimize the use and the potential is likely 
closer to 15% than 5% over time.  This is another reason why we think that the chemical and polymer industries 
should stop new capacity capital spending immediately – see our Sunday Thematic (One Last, But Possibly Long 
Hurrah!)  
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• Opinion | A ‘virgin plastics’ tax could help save the oceans 

• Virgin resin tax may make packaging more circular 

• Congressional Democrats call for 5-cent virgin plastic tax 

• Package design innovations may displace 5% of global resin demand 

Carbon Capture and Emissions  

Senator Cramer’s proposed Bill to increase the value of the 45Q carbon credits for sequestration and use as 
well as remove the annual cap could be a game-changer in many ways.  The threshold removal is necessary 
regardless of the credit value.  In our view, the cap creates a potential competitive disadvantage for smaller 
companies competing with larger ones, especially in the chemical space.  Should the Bill increase the tax credit 
enough to drive real investment in abatement but not remove the threshold we would expect to see litigation 
from smaller disadvantaged companies.  The chart in Exhibit 10 shows the current expectations for 45Q.  To 
date, the only real investment activity we are seeing is around sequestering CO2 from ethanol production in the 
US.  This is because the CO2 stream is easy to separate in a fermentation process and because some of the 
ethanol can benefit from the much higher LCFS credit if the fuel is sold into California.   

There are projects in the planning stage around larger sequestration initiatives, but 45Q is generally an 
inadequate incentive at its expected 2026 plateau, and we are unlikely to see major investment unless the cost 
of capture and compression comes down, which it is doing incrementally, or if customers are willing to pay more 
for a low carbon product.  This is a  subject that we have covered in detail over the last 9 months.  At the moment 
we believe that we will likely see LNG take the lead in CCS in the US, especially where the importing county has 
a strong carbon focus.  The other possibility would be greenfield investment in the US to create blue hydrogen 
or blue ammonia aimed at the export market and targeting countries with higher credits for low carbon fuels – 
these investments, if they come, would not lower the CO2 footprint in the US.  

If the credit is increased sufficiently we could see a step-change in investment in the US and billions of dollars 
of investment aimed at capturing and sequestering hundreds of millions of tons of CO2, with much of it focused 
in the US Gulf, where the carbon footprint is high and the sequestration costs relatively low.  A higher credit 
could also boost other carbon use investments.   

Exhibit 10 needs some updates as its definitions are likely no longer correct and some of the 45Q wording will 
need to be adjusted to create the playing field that is intended in the revisions to the legislation.  First, “Aquifer” 
likely is the wrong definition for containment, as the EPA will be very focused on containment that guarantees 
long-term storage and minimal risk of seismic activity – the sequestration sites on land will need to be deep and 
in pore spaces that are very well capped.  Second, the sequestration credit will need to be extended to other 
methods for permanently capturing CO2.  This will be particularly important if the annual production cap is 
removed as some smaller volume emerging technologies could be important.  These should qualify for the 
higher credit where appropriate.  It will likely be beholden on the carbon capture technologies to show that 
what they are doing permanently storing the CO2 and, likely, some technologies might not hit the mark if the 
CO2 or some of it is ultimately released – these technologies should be evaluated on a case by case basis.    

• Sen. Cramer, Colleagues Introduce Bipartisan Bill to Improve Carbon Capture Tax Credit by Increasing 

Credit Value, Eliminating Annual Threshold   

• Bipartisan Legislation to Harness Carbon Capture’s Full Potential to Reach Net-Zero Emissions 

• Fear of Geoengineering Is Really Anxiety About Cutting Carbon 
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Exhibit 10: The current path of 45Q credits in the US has values peaking and plateauing at $50 per ton of 

CO2 sequestered in 2026.    

 
Source: McCoy 

Exhibit 11: The Carbon price in Europe has recovered to the 56-euro level, its multi-year high that reflects a 
~66% increase YTD due to tighter European pollution rules.  

 

Source: Bloomberg, C-MACC Analysis, June 2021 
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Renewable Fuels, Power, Hydrogen 

Related to our main topic of the day, the renewable diesel headlines are also interesting, as we think they are 
a distraction.  With the broader net-zero landscape, in the hard-to-solve column (at the top) is aviation fuel, as 
there are no obvious near or medium-term fixes other than biofuels.  The aviation industry should be able to 
outbid everyone else for sustainable fuels for the next 20 years, and while some biobased, or renewable diesel 
may be needed, fuels cells, hydrogen, and ammonia may be the better fixes for this market.   

Separately, the Japanese approach to ammonia use in power plants is very different from the ammonia 
projects in the planning phase that are seen as a means of transporting hydrogen – as in the large project 
planned for Saudi Arabia. Ammonia is not the easiest compound to combust, despite its heavy hydrogen 
content and the co-firing of burners in a coal plant is likely to be a challenging technology to get right.  That said, 
it is one of the very few options for a Japanese power sector that is dependent on coal and LNG, and with nuclear 
out of favor.  If the initial trials suggested in the article are successful, Japan could be one of the most significant 
sources of growth for ammonia demand from 2030, and with the expectations for global demand growth for 
hydrogen, support the need for blue hydrogen suggested in Exhibit 4. 

The wind turbine additions in Exhibit 12 below show where the intersection of the right weather and the right 
incentives are the strongest in the US.   Some of the more recent offshore moves may change the mix materially 
from here, but further additions where there has been a success already are likely.   

• Come Clean, Part 5 - Why Everyone's Talking About Renewable Diesel 

• China’s biodiesel growth lacks policy support, cost advantage 

• Japan to advance ammonia co-firing technology 

Exhibit 12: Most U.S. wind capacity built since 2011 is located in the center of the country. 

 
Source: EIA Daily, June 2021  

ESG Investing 

Dow raised the bar today last week with a comprehensive report on its ESG performance and targets.  It is 
both comprehensive and detailed but aimed to play off some of Dow’s considerable progress on the S and G 
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side of ESG as well as highlight its environmental challenges and progress to date.  While there is plenty of 
historic data, there is not as much data as we would like on the environmental path from here, but we 
understand the challenges given that the regulatory landscape is unclear in most geographies and some of the 
technology advances that the company is looking at are in the early stages.  However, we do not believe that 
Dow, Shell, BASF, or others can afford to wait and hope that electric furnaces for ethylene work or are economic 
and that all should be looking at some transition remedies that can impact the carbon footprints of their 
products more quickly and could become permanent solutions if the R&D initiatives do not pay off.    

Otherwise, there is a lot of “green” lending going on, and it is unclear how accessing a green bond market can 
improve the ESG standing of a company with a significant carbon or plastic waste footprint unless the money is 
solely focused on projects that improve those footprints – i.e. can you produce an auditable trail that empirically 
shows the footprint or waste reduction that was driven by the deployment of the funds borrowed.  We see 
opportunities for manipulation or misinterpretation in these markets and regulators will likely need to examine 
these investments as much as they will ESG equity claims.  

• Dow further lifts transparency on ESG priorities & progress; publishes comprehensive “INtersections” 

ESG report 

• Mirae Asset readies $300 mn green Eurobonds next week 

• Singapore wants global standards for green financing 

• Enbridge raises funds from sustainability bonds in climate-goal push 

• LG Chem issues $1 billion in green bonds to boost ESG strategy 

Others Relevant News – Oil Again 

This is fast becoming the oil and gas section as we again focus on some of the issues facing the industry.  While 
the headline talks about the possibility of Shell dropping its appeal to the ruling in The Netherlands forcing 
the company to accelerate its goals concerning reducing its carbon footprint, Shell is already leaning in and 
has challenged itself to meet the goals, while keeping the appeal option on the table.  Any Shell external 
advisor on the subject is likely advising that challenging the ruling would have negative ESG perception 
consequences for Shell, regardless of whether the imposed targets are reasonable or not.  We see two 
consequences of Shell dropping the appeal and agreeing to the tighter targets.  The first would be a higher 
likelihood that Shell will need to divest oil and gas assets to hit the goals, it may not be the first move, but it will 
certainly be something the company is examining as a contingency if other lower carbon initiatives cannot be 
ramped up quickly.  There were a couple of stories this month suggesting that Shell is looking at divesting its 
assets in the Permian Basin – this would have a step-change impact on emissions but would lose Shell a 
significant revenue stream.  That said, if you are going to sell oil and gas assets, the time to do so is now, with 
rising prices and with companies still interested in increasing holdings in the sector.  

The second consequence is the precedent set, and the likelihood that it will be repeated (or at least attempts 
will be made) in other jurisdictions and targeting other oil majors.  We have written extensively on the subject 
that climate change should ideally stay out of the courts, but if we cannot get sensible government-led progress 
that may be challenging.  The risk is especially high in the US, where there is a stalemate in Congress on many 
climate measures and where litigation is often seen as the only way to get anything done.  If we could get the 
modifications to 45Q and possibly a virgin polymer tax in the US, we might see a step up in capital commitments 
aimed at carbon emission reduction and a greater focus on plastic waste – both of which might help appease 
some of the more aggressive activists. 

• Shell urged to drop appeal over landmark climate ruling 
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Headline Appendix  

Recycling and Renewable Materials  

• Advanced Recycling is Propelling the U.S. Economy toward a Sustainable Future by Curbing Plastic 

Waste 

• AMP Robotics Launches Material Characterization Solution to Improve Recycling 

• Chemical recycling bill sets stage for industry’s battle with environmentalists 

• Help Fuel US Packaging Circularity by July 4th 

• How R-LDPE flexibles could help tackle recycled material shortages 

• Ineos Styrolution markets mechanically recycled PS 

• Lego makes breakthrough in quest for greener bricks 

• Mechanical recycling moves the circular economy 

• Perstorp's sustainable methanol project receives €30-million grant from Swedish government 

• PolyStyreneLoop opens EPS recycling plant 

• Sappi joins Circular Bioeconomy Alliance 

• Toyo Engineering partners with Japanese university on artificial photosynthesis 

• UPM's biochemicals plant on track for start-up by end-2022 in Germany 

• Consumer brands unveil enzymatically recycled PET bottles 

• Dow introduces polyurethane solutions sourced from recycled raw material to its MobilityScience™ 

platform in collaboration with Adient and Autoneum 

• EU biomethane market beginning to emerge, regulatory hurdles remain: ENGIE 

• Repsol, Axens, Ifpen collaborate on purification process for pyoil from recycled plastics 

• Versalis, Saipem form technology partnership for sustainable bioethanol, chemicals production 

• BASF to build battery recycling prototype plant at Schwarzheide, Germany 

• Born digital’ facilities set to transform polypropylene (PP) recycling 

• Consortium blows bottles from enzymatically-recycled plastics 

• Consumer companies develop paper alternatives to plastic packaging 

• EU, Asia Plastics Supplier Sees Chemical Recycling Progress 

• Film Supplier Launches Recyclable 100% Polyethylene Cereal Liners 

• How to Get Plastic Packaging Back in a Circular Economy 

• Lucozade producer reveals world’s first endlessly recyclable plastic bottle 

• More Data Show How Far We Still Have to Go to Solve the Climate and Plastic Waste Crises 

• Plastic Packaging Circularity in the US: Key Problems and Solutions 

• PolyStyreneLoop opens EPS recycling plant 

• Recycling Capabilities for Flexible Packaging in a Circular Economy 

• Recycling is only one part of solution to plastic waste, experts say 

• SABIC, BASF discuss plastics circular economy in Riyadh 

• Sibur launches new brand of PP/PE products featuring recycled content 

• SK Chemicals partners with Huvis to produce polyester yarn using chemical recycling technology 

• US recyclers face supply challenge: panel 

• Versalis, Saipem form technology partnership for sustainable bioethanol, chemicals production 
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• Camvac launches 60% rPET barrier lidding film 

• Chemical recycling – snapshot of a technology everybody talks about 

• Coca-Cola to transition to 100% R-PET in Great Britain 

• DEFRA plans for more UK plastic processing infrastructure 

• India’s HPCL, GAIL to build 2G ethanol plants 

• India's UPL launches new business segment to boost biosolutions capacity 

• International Recycling Week: Informal census finds consensus 

• New vegan spider silk could be the solution to plastic pollution 

• Report Blasts ‘False’ Corporate Solutions to Plastic Pollution 

Carbon Capture and Emissions  

• Brazil FS Bioenergia to install carbon capture system  

• Carbon Capture: Five Decades of False Hope, Hype, and Hot Air - Oil Change International  

• Carbon capture loans could leave North Dakota taxpayers on the hook for $250M 

• Carbon capture plant pioneers eye locations in Aberdeenshire area  

• CCUS: Big Opportunity and Hard Questions 

• Holy Grail raises $2.7M seed fund to create modular carbon capture devices 

• Mineral Carbonation International aims to capture "a billion tonnes of CO2" 

• UK CCS developer Storegga begins work on direct CO2 capture facility 

• United States: Helping Industry Adopt Carbon Capture And Storage Technologies 

• Letter: North Dakota right to pursue carbon neutral goal  

• Top US oil industry lobby sets greenhouse gas disclosure template 

• Australia to involve carbon capture, storage for credit 

• Congress Restores Pre-Trump Era Methane-Gas Emissions Standards 

• EU carbon price and its impact on natural gas demand  

• The Air That I Breathe, Part 4 - Supercritical CO2 For Long-Haul Piping And Enhanced Oil Recovery 

• Why Methane Is Climate’s Low-Hanging Invisible Fruit 

• Lifetime carbon emissions of electric vehicles vs gasoline cars 

• Baker Hughes to expand carbon utilization portfolio with power-to-gas solution 

• Brussels adopts 5-year national free allocation tables for EU ETS after months of delays 

• Brussels plans inclusion of int'l shipping in EU carbon market from 2023 -draft 

• China's carbon emissions trading plans to keep steel on uptrend in long run 

• China delays start of trading in carbon market 

• Draft EU carbon market reform proposal seeks to tighten industry's free allocation -sources 

• EU carbon needs to rise further to protect gas-fired power, data show 

• EU steers shipping towards carbon trading market to curb emissions 

• First net-zero carbon charter chain launches with Neste MY Sustainable Aviation Fuel 

• Tianjin pre-compliance carbon auction clears at floor price 

• West coast heatwave spurring more carbon-emitting generation in California 
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Renewable Fuels, Power, Hydrogen 

• Been Around a Long Time - Old-School Hydrogen Production and Demand, and Why It Matters 

• Building new renewables is cheaper than burning fossil fuels, according to BloombergNEF  

• Crown Estate set for windfall from green energy revolution    

• Europe's surging EV sales are oil’s next challenge 

• First hydrogen cargo into Germany to be delivered 2024: H2Global 

• Japan’s Obayashi expands New Zealand hydrogen business  

• New York City to Install First Curbside Electric-Vehicle Charging Station 

• Portugal's Greenvolt launches IPO to fund expansion in renewables 

• Singapore eyes hydrogen, CCUS in low-carbon transition 

• Solar Has An Unlikely New Enemy | OilPrice.com 

• Sustainable Shipping Initiative report explores opportunity for circularity as shipping works to 

decarbonize 

• Vattenfall to sell 49.5% of the offshore wind farm Hollandse Kust Zuid to BASF 

• BASF secures renewable electricity for first plants at $10-billion complex in China 

• Chalmette refining announces potential $550 MM renewable diesel project 

• China’s biodiesel growth lacks policy support, cost advantage 

• Cost cuts for green hydrogen key to wider adoption 

• Fertiglobe to join blue ammonia project in Abu Dhabi  

• Funding boost for green ammonia pilot project in Denmark 

• Generator - Wind Generation Has A Lot Of Fans! 

• German Greens propose industry power tenders  

• German Heide refinery targets 300 MW electrolyzer by end-2025 

• Japan's Idemitsu to use Tokuyama for ammonia imports, co-burn test 

• Siemens Energy to electrify first-of-its-kind biorefinery in Germany 

• Significant growth potential in US commercial solar market despite challenges: speakers 

• Wave energy device reaches critical milestone, gears up for testing 

• Equinor triples low-carbon hydrogen production plans in UK to 1.8 GW 

• Aramco sees major hydrogen market forming amid historic pressure test for Big Oil 

• Clean hydrogen demand in EU chemical sector to grow more than half by 2026 

• Europe risks ‘two track’ rollout of electric car charging points 

• Funding boost for green ammonia pilot project in Denmark 

• Generator - Wind Generation Has a Lot of Fans! 

• Hydrogen: Booming interest (thanks to the fight against climate change) and many uncertainties  

• Electric Last Mile is the latest speculative EV company to go public 

• Shell, GM Working to Reduce Texas EV Charging Costs, Expand Renewable Options 

• Chemical industry in Europe challenged to ‘champion’ clean hydrogen 

• Renault revives models of the past for an electric future 

• Samsung Engineering, Baker Hughes to collaborate on CCUS and hydrogen projects 

• UK blue hydrogen capacity to rise with Equinor expansion 
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• US natural gas producers hope customers will pay more for 'green gas' 

ESG Investing 

• EU banking regulator mulls update to capital requirements based on ESG 

• SEC fault lines widen over ESG ‘materiality’ 

• US gets first junk-rated social bond 

• Beware of ‘ESG Bubble,’ Says Ex-Chair of World’s Biggest Pension 

• Big Oil Attacks the SEC as New ESG Rules Loom: Green Insight 

• "Caging The Green Swan"—A Global Take On ESG Risk Management 

• China Issues New Requirements for ESG Disclosures 

• Data Reveals Differences in ESG Reporting Between Europe & US 

• Diversity and Inclusion boosts the bottom line – Solvay CEO Ilham Kadri 

• Emerging Markets Are Missing Out On The ESG Boom 

• ESG Concerns Mounting for Mexico’s Pemex as Natural Gas Flaring, Fuel Oil Production Rising 

• Investment firms are shifting their businesses as interest in ESG rises 

• Is ESG harmonization and convergence finally coming? 

• JPMorgan to buy ESG-focused fintech startup OpenInvest 

• Why Companies Shouldn’t Tie CEO Pay to ESG Metrics 

• SEC Chair Gensler is taking a deeper look at ESG investing issues 

• Southwestern Energy CEO talks ESG and why it's amping up its efforts even further 

• The New Math of Socially Responsible Investing 

Others Relevant News  

• Biden to Deter Forced Labor With Ban on China’s Solar Materials 

• Energy transition to reshape future oil trade flows and business models 

• European Parliament gives final approval to EU's 2050 climate neutrality target  

• Reduction of GHG emissions from shipping measures adopted: Marine Environment Protection 

Committee 

• The risk of the energy transition is that it only benefits a few, CEO says 

• Top commodity traders pile into the energy transition 

• UK climate advisory body slams policy delays ahead of COP26 

• Backing grows for new IMF COVID and climate fund 

• Brazilian miner Vale to spend up to $6 bln to reduce emissions by 2030 

• BRI vigorous in jointly fighting pandemic, green recovery 

• Indian refining giant unveils $10 B green energy plan 

• LyondellBasell CEO Bob Patel talks the greening of a chemical company 

• Power CEOs defend role for natgas in shift to climate-friendly grid 

• Reducing oil use to meet climate targets is tougher than cutting supply 

• REFINERY NEWS ROUNDUP: Middle East companies look at low-carbon projects 

• UK dependent on Scotland for net zero target  

• US PSEG accelerates net-zero climate goal to 2030 from 2050 
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• MOL accelerates transition towards a sustainable future  

• IEA Director and China’s Special Envoy on Climate Change discuss global efforts to reach net-zero 

emissions 

• Old, small and CO2-intense: why Canada’s highest-carbon oil sands sites keep pumping 

• With payouts in sight, EU shifts to making ‘green’ recovery plan work 

• Bayer launches initiative to decarbonize food value chain in Europe 

• Development bank climate finance spending hit $66 bln in 2020 - report 

• Generali to make green investments of up to 9.5 billion euros in 2021-25 

• Lanxess, Wacker join corporate climate protection alliance in Germany 

• Russia to take global de-carbonisation drive into account 

• UK energy regulator Ofgem cannot deliver net-zero in 'political vacuum': Lords committee 
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